MIND EQUALS BLOWN

@mindequalsblown #MEB
*Mind Equals Blown (MEB)* is the product of a group of friends coming together in a search for a deeper appreciation of music. Launched in 2008, this website is meant to facilitate that discussion, and expand it to a much larger readership in the hopes of finding a larger breadth of genres, sounds, and outstanding albums. Headquartered in NYC, the MEB brand is worldwide, with staff ranging from Gainesville, Florida to Cape Town, South Africa. These dedicated writers publish music news, album reviews and interview artists across all genres. With a focus on features and editorials regarding the music industry and all its ongoing madness, MEB covers all the inner thoughts on the music world worth sharing.

MEB currently brings in **100,000** unique visitors a month and provides exclusive news and photo coverage from festivals and events such as South By South West, Vans Warped Tour, and Skate and Surf Festival. The site’s weekly podcasts have been recognized and republished by artists, such as Anberlin, in admiration. Through partnerships and cross promotion, MEB strives to support the music community by connecting with organizations such as non-profit Punk Out, that supports LGBTQ musicians and fans. MEB also collaborates with various record labels and artists to host successful contests and competitions for fans, as well as exclusive tour blogs and studio photo coverage.

To learn more about *Mind Equals Blown*, visit mindequalsblown.net

Connect with us on ![Instagram](https://www.instagram.com), ![Twitter](https://twitter.com), ![Facebook](https://www.facebook.com)

For press inquiries and general questions contact: Rebecca Kravetz rebecca@mindequalsblown.net